Abstract
Introduction
LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) is a universal algorithm in pattern recognition [1, 2] . It minimizes element's distance in one class and maximizes distance between different classes. Then LDA obtains the best classified result by the best mapping direction.Though LDA is widely used in pattern recognition, it cannot solve two problems in face recognition. One is facial variation by variation of lighting and facial expression; another is problem of small sample size [3, 4] .
The variation leads to complex non-convex distribution in face image. It makes decrease of recognition performance algorithms which are based on surface. There are many ways to study in non-convex [5] [6] [7] and Boosting algorithm is shown higher stabilization. This algorithm is constructed by machine learning theory and simply realized.
Small sample problem is another important problem in face recognition. In fact, when samples' number is too small to feature dimensionality, the large distance of different samples will make dispersion matrix singular and distance measure invalid. Therefore, LDA cannot find best mapping direction. Nowadays, the main kinds of methods to solve small sample problem are shown below.
a Regularized Discriminant Analysis [8] . This method uses disturbance to make dispersion matrix nonsingular. b Subspace of Low Dimensionality. These methods decrease dimensionality of sample space. The representative methods are FisherFaces, LDA based on QR decomposition [9] , Null space LDA [10, 11] , Random subspace LDA [12, 13] , et al.
c LDA in two dimensionality image matrix directly. These kind contains two dimensionality LDA methods like 2DLDA [14] , E2DLDA, B2DLDA [15] , (2D)2LDA [16] , S2DLDA [17] and so on.
Nowadays, studies in face recognition are also based on LDA. In this paper, we find a new method in face recognition. Our method is based on two dimensionality LDA method. This is because 2DLDA avoids small sample problem and estimate more accurate dispersion matrix both in one class and between different classes than one dimensionality methods. Firstly, we analyze the algorithm of 2DLDA and E2DLDA in some extent. Secondly, by fuse features of 2DLDA and E2DLDA by Adaboost, we give AB2DLDA algorithm. Finally, some experiments are executed to validate our algorithm. The experiments validate effectiveness, robustness and speed of our algorithm.
AB2DLDA Algorithm

2DLDA and E2DLDA
To set to describe the best mapping direction of 2DLDA in formula (1) .
Then we use
When V is eigenvalue matrix and U is eigenvector matrix of to describe the best mapping direction of E2DLDA in formula (2) .
is defined to dispersion matrix in one class and
is defined to dispersion matrix between different classes.
Process of AB2DLDA
To set training database X , ，Set of sample type
Step 2. 
Step 4. To obtain iteration loss t E and present weight of classifier t
Step 6. To unified t Z .
Finally, we obtain strong classifier
Experiment Result
Face Database
We use AR [18] to experiment. In this paper, we use faces of 121 persons in AR database. There are 12 samples of a person with expression and lighting variety. Total number of training images is 1452. We divide AR_E to two parts by time. In figure 1 , images a-c are from AR_E1 and d-f are from AR_E2. We also divide AR_L to two parts by time. Images g-i are from AR_L1 and j-l are from AR_L2 in figure 1 .
Before experiment, all samples are processed initially. We equalize grey level and zoom them to the same size 4866. In our experiment, we use leave-one-out in cross validation method because some objects may not be selected in training database. So the experiment result will be shown great accurate in our test of recognition performance, stability and robustness when we use leave-one-out method. All experiment contains five parts. 
Expression Variety
The average recognition results of AR_E is shown in table 1. Then we show average recognition rate by different K and R in figure 2. In table 1 and figure 4, we find that expression variety make great negative effect in vertical direction. But there is enough information in horizontal direction. So we find E2DLDA shows better result than 2DLDA. Then we can see that AB2DLDA is always shows better result than other algorithms. It is because our algorithm has more discriminant information. We can see there is better result when K is larger. This is tendency of AB2DLDA.
Lighting Variety
We show average recognition result of CAL_L and AR_L in table 2. Then we show average recognition rate by different K and R in figure 3 . We find that complementarity of 2DLDA and E2DLDA shows obvious by lighting variety. For example, recognition result of 2DLDA is better than E2DLDA in AR_L, because there is great shade change by horizontal lighting from one side. In this case, nearly all row information is affected negatively. But there are half column information persisted because half of one image nearly intact. So 2DLDA and AB2DLDA shows their advantage.
Both expression and lighting variety
We show average recognition result of CAL and AR with both expression and lighting variety in table 3. Then we show average recognition rate by different K and R in figure 4. Experiment result in this part is consistent to the above two results. Our algorithm shows better result than 2DLDA and E2DLDA with lighting variety. In table 3, we find that only AB2DLDA makes rate more than 80% with lighting variety in CAL. This means AB2DLDA shows better performance and stability than other algorithms. Then we can see that recognition rate of expression variety is better than lighting variety in all algorithms. It is to say that lighting variety is also a different area to study in future.
Analysis of recognition performance overall
We show average recognition result of AR with overall samples in table 4 . We find that AB2DLDA shows better result than 2DLDA and E2DLDA by overall samples with both expression and lighting variety. To compare with B2DLDA and (2D)2LDA, AB2DLDA improve performance because it obtains more information by complementarity of 2DLDA and E2DLDA. 
Conclusion
2DLDA uses discriminant information in vertical direction and E2DLDA uses discriminant information in horizontal direction. We observe that the information in these two directions shows consistency and complementarity. We improve the pattern recognition performance by fusing the discriminant information in both vertical and horizontal directions. The experiments show that the new algorithm can achieve better recognition performance.
